Of particular importance in this study is the recent development of the model based on thin-interface limit. Motion and morphology of triple junction during peritectic reaction process is analyzed for a model alloy system based on a quantitative-phase-field simulation for two-phase solidification involving diffusion in the solid. It is demonstrated that the dominative process controlling the motion of the reaction front gradually changes from the solid-solid transformation to the secondary solid solidification as the moving velocity of solid-solid interface decreases. On the other hand, the local shape of the triple junction is mainly determined by the balance between the interfacial energies regardless of the difference in the moving velocity of solid-solid interface.
Introduction
Peritectic solidification is one of the most commonly observed phenomena in practical alloy systems. The peritectic process is considered to proceed in two stages. 1, 2) The first stage is "peritectic reaction" in which all three phases, liquid (L), primary solid (d) and secondary solid (g) are in contact with each other and the g phase grows along the d-L interfacial boundary, finally leaving a layer of g phase between L and d phases. The second stage is "peritectic transformation" in which the transformations of d to g and L to g take place by the motions of g-d and g-L interfaces.
The peritectic reaction is characterized by the motion of triple junction between L/g/d phases. Hillert proposed a geometrical shape for the peritectic reaction, 3) which is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 . He assumed that the contact angles between interfaces at the triple junction obey the thermodynamic equilibrium relation described by the Young's law. When the solid diffusion is negligible, the position of g-d interface is always located behind the triple junction. The combination of these conditions results in the geometrical shape shown in Fig. 1 . In addition, Fredriksson and Nylén proposed that the shape shown in Fig. 1 can be realized by the diffusion process, since the solute atom rejected by the g solidification will diffuse through the liquid to d phase, contributing the melting of the d phase 4) as indicated by the bold arrows in Fig. 1 . It is to be noted in Fig.  1 that the front edge of growing g phase corresponds not to the triple junction but to g-L interface. Then, the peritectic reaction proceeds only by the g solidification. Based on this assumption, Fredriksson and Nylén applied the theoretical model developed by Bosze and Trivedi for describing the growth process of single phase in a matrix 5) to the analysis on the peritectic reaction process. 4) This model, which is called FN model hereafter, has been widely used for the analyses on the peritectic reaction process in several alloy systems. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] It should be pointed out that the comparison between experimentally observed reaction rate and the FN model demonstrated that the reaction rate described by the FN model is fairly lower than the experimentally observed rate in several alloy systems. 6, 7, 10) It is noticed that the validity of the Hillert's assumption for the shape illustrated in Fig. 1 has not been well substantiated yet and the morphology of phases near the triple junction remains to be scrutinized in the cases of the different cooling conditions and different values of physical parameters.
Phase-field model has been developed as one of the powerful computational tools to describe the microstructural evolution process in phase transformation phenomena.
model is called the quantitative phase-field model in the light of the fact that it enables a quantitatively accurate simulation of microstructural process under a given set of physical parameters. The key to the quantitative phase-field modeling for an alloy system is the introduction of additional solute current termed the antitrapping current into the diffusion equation, 18) owing to which anomalous interface effects involved in the conventional model can be appropriately removed. While the originally developed antitrapping current scheme was applicable only to the single phase solidification in a binary alloy without the solid diffusion, this scheme was extended to the single phase solidification in multi-component alloys without the solid diffusion 19) and the single phase solidification in binary alloys with arbitrary value of the solid diffusivity. 20) Moreover, it was extended to the case of two-phase solidification in binary alloy.
21) The analysis on the peritectic reaction process requires the model for two-phase solidification. However, the available quantitative phase-field model in Ref. 21 ) is applicable only to the system in which the diffusion in solid is negligible and all the interfacial energies take the same value. The peritectic reaction generally involves the migration of solid-solid interface controlled by the solid diffusion and the interfacial energies are different for different interfaces in reality.
For the analysis on the peritectic reaction, the present authors recently developed a quantitative phase-field model for two-phase solidification process involving the solid diffusion in a binary alloy system with unequal interfacial energies. 22) It was demonstrated that this model yields the unique outcome with a finite value of the interface thickness. Hence, one can carry out a quantitatively accurate simulation as long as reliable values are available for the physical input parameters. Utilizing this model, then, the authors analyzed the peritectic reaction in carbon steel. It was demonstrated that the geometrical shape shown in Fig.  1 is not realized in the carbon steel and, therefore, the FN model is not validated. 23) The geometrical shape near the triple junction and thus the peritectic reaction rate should depend on the diffusion processes in three phases. However, there is no detailed knowledge available regarding the dependencies of the shape of the triple junction and the reaction rate on the physical quantities such as the partition coefficient and diffusion coefficient. In particular, it has not been demonstrated by the experimental and theoretical works that the shape shown in Fig. 1 can be realized only by the solute diffusion process. In this study, these points are addressed by means of the quantitative phase-field simulation. Focusing on a model alloy system, we investigate the dependencies of the shape of the triple junction and the reaction rate on the partition coefficient and solid diffusivities. It will be seen that the dominative process controlling the motion of the reaction front gradually changes from the solid-solid transformation to the secondary solid solidification by decreasing the moving velocity of solid-solid interface. On the other hand, the local shape of the triple junction is mainly determined by the balance between the interfacial energies regardless of the difference in the moving velocity of the solid-solid interface.
Phase-field Model
The multi-phase-field models were developed to describe multi-phase solidification processes such as eutectic and peritectic reaction processes. [14] [15] [16] However, the conventional models generally involve the problems associated with several anomalous interface effects and the unexpected stabilization of an extra phase inside the interface, 21) thereby yielding the quantitatively inaccurate outcome. The quantitative phase-field model was developed for the twophase solidification process in binary alloy system without the solid diffusion and with equal interfacial energies. 21) We recently extended that model to the case of arbitrary values of the solid diffusivities and interfacial energies, 22) which can be utilized to accurately describe the peritectic reaction process. In this section, we briefly explain about only the essential formulas of the quantitative phase-field model developed in Ref. 22) .
During the peritectic reaction in a binary alloy system, there exist three phases, L, d and g phases. The existence of these phases is described by phase field, p i , with iϭL, d and g, each of which represents the probability of finding the corresponding phase. These phase fields should satisfy the following normalization condition, 
and M ij is the mobility for i-j interface as explicitly described later. m k is a constant given as m k ϭϪ2/3 with kϭi and m k ϭ1/3 with k≠i. e is the gradient energy coefficient and it is noted that this coefficient is not dependent on the type of interface in the present model. w({p i }) determines the contribution of double well potential and it is given as, 22) . where the exponent n is larger than 1 and w ij indicates the
potential height for i-j interface and w tri controls the potential height for mixture state of three phases. In Eq. (2), g j is the interpolating function defined as
f j is the free energy density for bulk j phase and m c is the chemical potential. Note that in the derivation of Eq. (2), the condition for equal chemical potential, m c ϭ∂f i /∂c i ϭ∂f j /∂c j ϭ ∂f k /∂c k , is introduced as is done in the KKS model. 13) The last term in the parenthesis of Eq. (2) The time evolution of concentration field, c, is described by the following diffusion equation, 22) ... (5) where n i is given by n i ϭϪ∇p i /|∇p i |. a ij is defined as, .. (6) where k ij is the partition coefficient given as k ij ϭc i /c j and c ij is a parameter controlling convergence behavior of the output with respect to the computational grid size. The second term in the parenthesis of Eq. (5) indicates the antitrapping current term which is required to eliminate the anomalous interface effects.
In the present model, the steady state profile of p i for a planar i-j interface is described as ................... (7) where W ij ϭe/w ij 1/2 . It is noted that W ij corresponds to the measure of the i-j interface thickness. Also, the i-j interfacial energy, s ij , is represented by s ij ϭe(w ij ) 1/2 /(3 · 2 1/2 ). Hence, when s ij and W ij are given, w ij and e are uniquely determined. Within the thin-interface limit, also, the following relation should be satisfied at the condition for vanishing linear kinetic coefficient,
where a 2 ϭ0.6276 · · · and T m,ij is the transition temperature between i and j phases at cϭ0.
In the present model, the solid diffusion is explicitly taken into account, which is of critical importance in analyzing the peritectic reaction process, and the inequality of interfacial energies can be dealt with. It should be noticed that the present model is free from the problem associated with the unexpected formation of extra phase inside the interface as discussed in Ref. 22) . The formation of the extra phase can be successfully suppressed by the introduction of additional potential for mixture state of three phases in Eq. (3). The contribution of this additional potential is controlled by the values of n and w tri that turn out to be the parameters controlling the convergence behavior of the outcome with respect to the interface thickness. 22) The most important fact is that the present model is exactly reduced to the available thin-interface limit model for the single phase solidification developed in Ref. 20).
Computational Details
We solved the time evolution Eqs. (2) and (5) based on the standard second-order finite difference formula with the squire grid spacing, Dx. In all the calculations, the interface thicknesses were set to be W gd ϭ2.0ϫDx, W dL ϭs gd W gd /s dL and W gL ϭs gd W gd /s gL . Also, we employed nϭ1.4 and w tri ϭw dL ϩw gL ϩw gd in Eq. (3) and c ij ϭ0 in Eqs. (6) and (8) with which the present model yields well convergence behavior of the outcome with respect to W ij .
22 ) The degree of undercooling from the peritectic temperature, DT, was set to be DTϭ10 K in all the calculations.
The values of all the input parameters are summarized in Table 1 . It is noted that these parameters correspond to those for the Fe-C system. In the present study, our focus is placed on the dependencies of the peritectic reaction and transformation processes on the values of the partition coefficient and solid diffusivities. The partition coefficient, k gL , was fixed to be k gL ϭ0.334 and the relation, k gd ϭ k gL /k dL , is held. The partition coefficient k gd was varied from 1.34 to 6.68, which leads to the variation of k dL from Figure 2 shows the phase diagram in this binary system calculated using the parameters listed in Table 1 Ϫ8 m. The total length of the system is 60 mm which is large enough to avoid the effect of the system size on the motions of the interfaces. The zero flux boundary conditions for p i and c were employed at both edges of the system. After the concentration profile was relaxed by holing at a given temperature for a certain period, the moving distances of g-d and g-L planar interfaces were calculated. From this one-dimensional analysis, the moving velocities of g-d and g-L planar interfaces can be calculated and these results are utilized in the discussion for the peritectic reaction process.
For the analysis on isothermal peritectic reaction process, we used the two-dimensional system in which there are d phase with c L d,e and liquid phase with c d L,e and the d-L interface forms along y direction at the origin of x axis. Also, a semicircular g phase with a radius r g exists and the center of this circle is located at the origins of x and y axes. Then, the g phase grows along the d-L interface (y direction) and the velocity of the front edge of growing g phase, viz., the peritectic reaction rate was calculated. In all the two-dimensional simulations, we employed r g ϭ20ϫ10 Ϫ8 m, Dxϭ 1.0ϫ10 Ϫ8 m and Dtϭ1.0ϫ10 Ϫ10 s. We employed the zero flux boundary conditions for p i and c along all the boundaries of the system. The system size was characterized by the total lengths of x and y axes, W x and W y . As pointed out in Ref. 22 ), the steady state velocity of the peritectic reaction is sensitive to system size. It is necessary for the analysis on the steady state behavior to employ a system size which is sufficiently large to avoid such a size effect. Our preliminary calculations showed that it is computationally demanding to employ sufficiently large system in some cases. In this study, we used W x ϭ4 mm and W y ϭ3 mm in all the calculations. Hence, some results especially in the case of low solid diffusivity do not precisely represent the steady state behavior of the reaction. However, it does not essentially alter our discussion. Figure 3(a) shows the concentration profiles obtained by one-dimensional simulation for isothermal peritectic transformation. The values of q d and q g were set to be q d ϭq g ϭ 1.0 and the partition coefficient was k gd ϭ1.87. These values are quite close to those at DTϭ10 K in the Fe-C system. The origin of the spatial axis corresponds to the initial position of g-L interface. The g-L and g-d interfaces move to the left-hand and right-hand sides, respectively. As mentioned in the previous section, the moving distances of the interfaces were calculated after the system was relaxed for a certain period and therefore, the thickness of g phase at tϭ 0.0 is larger than the initial thickness, 2.5ϫ10 Ϫ7 m in Fig.  3(a) . The moving distance of i-j interface, x ij , is plotted with respect to the square root of time in Fig. 3(b) . It is important to note that the g-d interface migrates at a velocity much higher than the g-L interface, which is because the concentration difference at g-d interface is much smaller than that at g-L interface. In Fig. 3(b) , the increase in the moving distance of each interface obeys the parabolic growth law described by x ij ϭa ij t 1/2 with the parabolic rate constant, a ij . The one-dimensional calculations were performed with the different values of k gd and the calculated value of a ij is shown in Fig. 4 . The rate constant a gL takes almost the constant value, while a gd substantially decreases with the increase in k gd , finally being less than a gL at k gd ϭ 6.68. This is ascribable to the fact that the increase in k gd yields the increase in the concentration difference at g-d interface, while the value of k gd is irrelevant to the concentration difference at g-L interface. The increased concentration difference at the g-d interface requires a larger amount of solute to diffuse for d-to-g transformation at the interface, leading to a shorter migration distance of the g-d interface.
Results and Discussion

Dependency on Partition Coefficient between g and d Phases
Shown in Fig. 5 is the peritectic reaction rate, viz., the velocity of the front edge of growing g phase along the d-L interface calculated with different values of k gd in the twodimensional system. The values of q d and q g were set to be q d ϭq g ϭ1.0. It is seen that the peritectic reaction rate significantly decreases with the increase in k gd . As discussed above, the variation in k gd leads to the difference in the moving velocity of only g-d interface. Therefore, the decrement of the reaction rate essentially originates from slowing of the g-d interfacial migration due to the large concentration difference at g-d interface. Figure 6(a) shows that at k gd ϭ1.67, the moving velocity of g-d interface is much faster than that of g-L interface, as already shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 6(a) , the position of triple junction defined by p L ϭp d ϭp g ϭ1/3 is slightly behind the front edge of g-d interface at each time period, although the difference between their positions may not be distinctly seen in the drawings. In other words, the front edge of growing g phase always corresponds to g-d interface and the reaction proceeds by d→g solid transformation at the reaction front. On the other hand, at k gd ϭ6.68 (Fig. 6(c) ), the migration of g-d interface is quite slow and the front edge of growing g phase corresponds to the g-L interface. These results indicate that the dominative process controlling the motion of the reaction front changes from d→g solid transformation to g solidification as the value of k gd increases or the moving velocity of g-d interface decreases.
From a closer look at Fig. 6 , it is realized that the local © 2010 ISIJ shape of the triple junction appears almost identical regardless of the different values of k gd . When the contact angle between i-j and i-k interfaces at the triple junction is denoted as q i , the equilibrium contact angles are calculated to be q L ϭ92.9°, q d ϭ121.6°and q g ϭ146.0°based on the Young's law with the values of interfacial energies listed in Table 1 . It was demonstrated in our previous report 23 ) that the present model reproduces these contact angles within the accuracy of less than 1°at DTϭ0.25 K. The precise determination of the contract angles in Fig. 6 is not possible, because each interface near the triple junction deviates from flat shape. Yet, the local shapes of the triple junction do not significantly differ from the equilibrium shapes in each case. Hence, it can be mentioned that the morphology of phases very close to the triple junction is mainly determined by the balance between the interfacial energies even though the moving velocities of the interfaces are different.
Dependency on Solid Diffusivities
We performed the one-dimensional simulations for isothermal peritectic transformation to investigate the dependence of the moving velocity of the interface on the diffusion coefficients. In all the calculations, we employed k gd ϭ1.87. As mentioned, the solid diffusivities, . The calculated parabolic rate constant is shown in Fig. 7 where the vertical dotted line was drawn from each data point to the x-y plane for visual aid. It is seen that the rate constant of g-L planar interface is almost irrelevant to the value of solid diffusivities. On the other hand, the rate constant of g-d interface appreciably decreases with the decreases in q g and q d . In particular, the motion of g-d interface is sensitive to the value of D d , compared with D g . As can be grasped from Fig. 3(a) , a relatively large concentration gradient exists in the g phase compared with that in the d phase and, hence, the motion of each interface is not considerably affected by the value of D g . Most importantly, the parabolic rate constant for the g-d interface takes almost null value when q d ϭq g ϭ1.0ϫ10
Ϫ3
. Hence, in this case, the g-d interface does not migrate and the peritectic transformation proceeds entirely by the g solidification.
The dependence of the peritectic reaction rate on the solid diffusivities is shown in Fig. 8 . The decrement of solid diffusivities leads to the reduction of the reaction rate. The influence of D d is more prominent compared with the case of D g as is consistent with the results of planar interface shown in Fig. 7 . This is because the large concentration gradient exists in the g phase and the diffusion process in the g phase easily takes place even with low value of D g . As discussed above, the g-d planar interface does not migrate at q d ϭq g ϭ1.0ϫ10
Ϫ3 and, in this case, the peritectic reaction rate should be determined only by the g solidification. This is, in fact, evident in the morphology of phases near the triple junction as discussed below. Fig. 9(a) ), the front edge of growing g phase corresponds to the triple junction. This is also the case for q d ϭ1.0 and q g ϭ1.0ϫ10
Ϫ2 (Fig. 9(c) ). However, when the diffusion coefficient in d phase is reduced, the morphology of phases drastically changes as shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(d). In these cases, the g-d interfacial velocity is quite small (Fig. 7) and the front edge of growing g phase corresponds not to the triple junction but to the g-L interface. Then, the growth of g phase at the reaction front takes place mainly by the g solidification.
In Fig. 9 , the local shape of the triple junction does not significantly differ from the equilibrium contact angle described by the Young's law in all the cases. Hence, it is again shown that the morphology of phases very close to the triple junction is mainly determined by the balance between the interfacial energies even though the moving velocities of the interfaces are quite different.
It should be pointed out in Figs reaction rate is low, the d phase far from the reaction front melts due to the long diffusion length in the liquid associated with g solidification. Therefore, the results for the low solid diffusivity in d phase were prone to be affected by the system size. It was quite difficult to completely eliminate the effect of the system size in these cases even with the moving frame calculation. Since the results shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(d) sufficiently represent the essential feature for our discussion, we do not further attempt to calculate the steady state in these cases. As is seen in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) and Figs. 9(b) and 9(d), when the moving velocity of d-g interface is quite small, the melting of d phase substantially occurs and the growth of g phase proceeds mainly by the g solidification. In an extreme case, it may be allowed to assume that the peritectic reaction proceeds only by the g solidification. However, this assumption is not validated in some systems such as the Fe-C system.
23) The present analysis showed that when the partition coefficient between the primary solid (d) and secondary solid (g) phases is not so large and/or the diffusion coefficient in the primary solid (d) phase is not significantly smaller than that in the liquid phase, the contribution of solid diffusion in the peritectic reaction process is not negligible. Hence, the analysis on the peritectic reaction process essentially requires the effect of solid diffusion to be explicitly considered.
Conclusion
The motion and morphology of the peritectic triple junction were investigated for a model alloy system with the different solid diffusivities and partition coefficient by means of the quantitative phase-field simulation. It was demonstrated that the dominative process controlling the motion of the reaction front changes from the solid-solid transformation to the secondary solid solidification as the moving velocity of solid-solid interface decreases. On the other hand, the morphology of phases very close to the triple junction is mainly determined by the balance between the interfacial energies even though the moving velocities of the interfaces are quite different. When the migration of solid-solid interface is negligibly slow, the peritectic reaction proceeds only by the g solidification and the classical theoretical model used by Fredriksson and Nylén may be validated. However, the analysis on the peritectic reaction process essentially requires the effect of solid diffusion to be explicitly considered.
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